PRODUCT RELEASE

YAYPAY BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE MODULE
Advanced AR reporting, at your fingertips.

MASTER YOUR DATA
YayPay’s advanced Business Intelligence (BI) module makes it easy for finance teams to create powerful custom reports to
drive better business decisions, directly within Yaypay’s intuitive interface.
Conduct a robust analysis of the data that matters most to your business and visualize your AR health in real-time with
dynamic charts and graphs.
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easy-to-use filters and presets.
Non-technical users can create
compelling reports in seconds,
from anywhere.

With our previous accounting software, we always had to create our own internal reports to get what we
needed to run our business. With the Business Intelligence Module, I have the ability to make YayPay my
one-stop-shop for all my accounts receivable needs!”
- Stephen Tracy, Director, People and Operations, CHG Healthcare

WWW.YAYPAY.COM

 IG DEEP INTO AR HEALTH
D
WITH HUNDREDS OF
UNIQUE ATTRIBUTES
INCLUDING:
Disputes, communication volumes,
trends and more.

KEY CAPABILITIES
Easily create powerful charts and graphs

Combine multiple reports into single or

for advanced reporting purposes

multiple user-friendly custom dashboards

Leverage convenient filters and presets
to customize reports in seconds

Analyze payor trends and pitfalls

Track productivity according to your

Schedule reports with updated data to be

team’s unique KPI’s

automatically delivered by email

READY TO LEVEL UP
YOUR AR REPORTS?
Contact your YayPay account manager to
upgrade today, or to request a demo.

Request a Demo
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